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ON THE SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREM FOR ESSENTIAL SPECTRA
M . Gonzalez and V . M . Onieva
ABSTRACT .- B . Gramsch and D . Lay [2] have studied
spectral mapping theorems for the essential spectra
of an operator acting in a complex Banach space .
Firstly they consider operators belonging to the
Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on
the space, and later they derive the theorems for
unbounded closed linear operators with non-empty
resolvent from the aboye case ; but bounded closed
linear operators with domain a proper subspace are
not included .
In this note we introduce a notion of extended
essential spectra for any closed linear operator
with non-empty resolvent, which covers the aboye
cases . Then, in this more general context, we are
able to prove the spectral mapping theorems by me-
ans of a more unified approach based on a factori-
zation of the operators provided by the Dunford-
Taylor calculus and well-known properties of pro-
ducts of operators present in Fredholm theory .
AMS Subject Classification (1980) : Primary 47A60 ;
secondary 47A53 .
Let X be a complex Banach space, C(X) the set of all
closed linear operators in
	
X , L(X) := {TE C(X)jD(T) = X} ,
T E C(X) ; D(T), N(T), R(T), a(T), B(T), i(T), a(T) and d(T)
will denote the domain, kernel, range, nullity, defect, ascent
and descent of T , respectively . We shall consider the follo-
wing operator classes :
0 := {T6 C(X)¡a(T) = B(T) = 0}
01 " = {T E C(X)Ia(T), B(T) < -}
m 2 := {Te C(X)Ia(T) < - , R(T) complemented}
m 3 := {T E C(X)1B(T) <
- , N(T) complemented}
04 := {Te C(X)jR(T) closed, a(T) < m}
(D5 := {T E C(X)IB(T) < m}
(D6' (D4U '5
(D 7 {T E C(X)Ia(T) = B(T) < m}
(D A := {TI 1 7 ja(T) = d(T) < m}
m9 := {T E C(X)Ia(T), d(T) < m}
(D10:= (TtC(X)jR(T) closed}
The essential spectra a i (T) 0,1, . .,10, are defined
in terms of the above classes :
a i (T) := {XECIXI-T~o i}, Pi (T) := C-ai (T) , i = 0,1, . .10 ;
note that p 0 (T) := p(T) and a 0 (T) := a(T) , the usual resol-
vent and spectrum .
We now introduce the extended essential spectra .
Definition
106
Let TEC(X) with p (T) qé fó and aep(T) . For i= 0,1, . .,10, we define
lo ¡ (T) if (a-T)-1E mi
aie (T) :=
a i (T)V {m} otherwise .
This definition does not depend of a Ep(T)
	
because - Ea ¡e (T)
if and only if every S r= L(X) such that N(S) = {0} and
R(S) = D(T) does not belong to m i . Notice that a oe (T) is
the usual extended spectrum ae(T) .
From now we consider T E C(X) with p(T) and aQp(T) .
Let C be the extended complex plane and let A(T) be
the set of all functions f : C ~> C with domain an open set
o(f) such that ae (T)C e(f) and f holomorphic on e(f) .
When f CA(T) we consider two open sets o, o' such that
á (f) = o U o' , o n o' _ 0 , f is identically 0 on o' and
is not identically 0 on each connected component of e ; then
a e (T) = o U o' where a' := a e(T) l1 0' and a := ae(T)\ o' . Mo-
reover, E a will denote the projector associated with the
function e E A(T) such that e(o) = {1} and e(n') = {0} .
Lemma 1
" Let iE{0,1, . .,9} and xEC . Then :
(a) >,-TE (D i if and only if
(a-T) (a-T) -1 E o i
(b) E a E (D i if and
only if a' no ¡e (T) is
empty " .
Proof . (a) As R[(a-T)
-n ] = D(Tn ) we have R[(a-T
)n] _
= R[((x-T)(a-T)-1)n] . On the other hand, since (x-T)n(a-T)-nx =
(a-T)-n(a-T)nx for x E D(Tn ) and (a-T)
-n is injective, we
have N [D,-T) n1 = N[((a-T)(a-T) -1 ) n ] . Now the result is clear .
(b) We have a(Ea ) = d(E a ) < 1 , a(E a ) = 8(Ea ) and R(Ea )
complemented because Ea is a projector . Consequently, if
i = 0 it is clear that Ea E m 0 if and only if o' = a'^ae(T)
is empty ; and for i q£ 0 we have E a E O i if and only if
a(E 0 ) < -, that is, if and only if o' is a finite set whose
elements are poles of (a-T)-1 of finite rank, or equivalen-
tly a'n aie is empty .
As the zeros of
	
fE A(T) are isolated points in e and
a is compact, there is only a finite number of them in a ,
say c 0 = -,Cl,--,Ck with finite orders m0 ?0, mi>0, i= 1, . .k .
k miLet m:= m0+ml+ . .+mk and P(z) := n (c i-z)
i=1
Lemma 2
" Let fE A(T) . Then :
(a) If Te L(X) , f(T) = F(T)P(T)E where F(z) is lo-a
cally holomorphic in e(f) with no zeros in ae(T) .
(b) If T L(X) , f(T) = Fa (T)P(T)(a-T) -mEa where Fa (z)
is locally holomorphic in e(f) with no zeros in
ae(T) " .
Proof . Define
F(z) :=1
if
z""
1 ifzEe'
and F (z) :=
~f(z)P(z)-1 if z E e a 1 f(z)P(z)-1 (a-zf if zEe.
Now the result is evident from the properties of the Dunford
Taylor calculus, [5J . #
Remark
Since F(z) and F a (z) nave no zeros in a e (T) , the
operators F(T), Fa (T)E L(X) are invertibles in L(X) . More-
over, if T E L(X) , then f(T) can be expressed as the pro
duct of the commuting operators F(T), E a , ci -T E L(X) ,
i = 1, . .,k ; when TO.L(X) , then f(T) is expressed as the
product of the commuting operators F, (T), Ea, (a -T) -1, (ciT)(a-T) 1ELOC),
i = l, ,k
Lemma 3
Lemma 4
"
	
Let T E L(X) , f E A(T) and j = 1, . .,k . Then :
(a) f(T)E ~i if and only if c j -T, E6Em i for
i = 0,1, . .,10 .
i = 0,1,2,3,4,5,8 .
(b) If f(T) E 0 6 we have cj -T, Ea ED 6 .
(c) If c j -T, EQ EcDi then f(T) E oi , for i = 7,9 " .
Proof . Firstly we note that F(T), F a (T)E (D .1 for
(a) The result follows from the following : Let A,B E L(X)
with AB = BA ; then AB EI>i if and only if A,B EO i . These are
well-knownresults ; see, for example, [3 ; 5 .3 .1] for i = 1,2,3 ;
[1 ;(1 .3 .3),(1 .3 .4),(1 .3 .5)] for i = 4,5 ; [1 ; (1 .4 .8)] and
[4 ;Prop.9] for i = 8 .
(b) It is consequence of (a) and the equality o6 = (D4U 0 5"
(c) For i = 7 it follows from the additivity of the ín-
dex for the product of Fredholm operators .
On the other hand, we know that A,B EL(X)nO 9 and AB = BA
imply AB Em 9 , [2 ;lemma 5] ; now, the result follows for i = 9 . #
" Let T jL(X) , fEA(T) and j = 1, . .,k . Then :
(a) For i = 0,1,2,3,4,5,8 we have f(T)r,_ oi if and only if
(cj-T)(a-T)-1,E F-Oil and (a-T) -1Emi if m0 ~ 0 .
(b) If f(T)F~1 6 we have (cj-T)(a-T)-1,Ea E m6, and
(a-T)-le o6 if m 0 YÉ 0 .
(c) If (cj-T)(a-T) -1 ,E a P- O i , and (a-T) -1 E oi if m0 ~ 0,
then f(T)E(D i for i = 7,9 " .
Proof . Imitate the proof of the lemma 3 . #
We now show spectral mapping theorem for essential
spectra .
Theorem
" Let f £A(T) . The following statement hold :
(a) a l [f(T)] = f[a ie (T)], i
	
0,1,2,3,4,5,8,
(b) a6(f(T)) :>f[a6e(T)] .
(c) a i (f(T))G f[aie (T)] . i = 7,9
Proof . Given N E C , let g(z) : = N-f (z) . Then N ~ a i (f (T) )
if and only if g(T) E ~ . , i = 0,1, . .,9 .i
(a) From lemmas 1, 3 and 4 we derive that g(T) E 0 i if
and only if g(z) ~ 0 for every z la ie (T) , that is, if and
only if VI f[a¡e (T)] . Notice that lemma 2 is applied to the
function gEA(T) .
(b) and (c) are also obtained from lemmas 1, 3 and 4 in a
similar way .
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